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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

PROPULSION SYSTEM IGNITION OVERPRESSURE FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE

:, INTRODUCTION

Although the first launch of tile Space Shuttle vehicle was nearly flawless, tile dynamic
, response of the Orbiter portion of the vehicle to ignition overpressure was greater than expected.

Solid rocket motor ignition overpressure was a known phenomenon and considered in the design; how-
cv,:r, altht_ugh the amplitude was generally predicted, its frequency characteristics were less well
,?.efined, and there was no adequate determination of either the AP forcing function or the structural
response of the vehicle to this function. Therelbre, the correct response was not predicted. The
initial environment was predicted using 0.4 perceqt scale model tests at Marshall Space Flight Center
and full-scale Titan data. The unexpected high response of the first Shuttle flight vehicle to ignition
overpressure dictated that a special effort be pursued to better understand the overpressure phenome-
non and to devise an overpressure suppression technique for the second Shuttle flight, STS-2. This
was accomplished through an inter-center ;uld inter-industry ad hoc working group. This group
defined potential fixes which were then tested in the Marshall Space Flight Center 6.4 percent scale
model acoustic facility. Key paramet..'rs were identified, fixes defined and verified, full-scak, environ-
ments developed, and vehicle response predicted to insure a sale second launch. This paper will
address 1.1) a Ifistoric perspective of overpressure and pre-STS-I prediction of environments, (2) STS-I
launch results. 1,3) overpressure characterization and scaling relationships, (4) special off line tests to
rank fixes, 1,5) 0.4 percent scale model tests to screen fixes, 1,6) 0.4 percent scale model tests of fixes
and environment predictions, and t7) future considerations. There is very limited and sparse treatment
of tiffs subject in the open literature. In the following discussions, credit is given to the various
individuals and their contributions. Most information obtained has been in the form of flight data,

presentations to working groups, notes, and working papers, all of which have been shared unselfishly
among those who worked the problem. This effort was greatly enhanced by the special support pro-
vided Dy the Huntsville-based Rockwell system support _'oup, who furnished instrumentation plmls,
test plans, and data reduction and ©valuation. Although we wish to acknowledge all contributions to
this effort, it is possible that some were overlooked because of the vast amount of data involved.

6.4 PERCENT MOOEL

Before proceeding with the n;ain portion of the papex, it will be useful to describe the MSFC
6.4 percent scale model which played such a large role in the verification of potential fixes of the
overpressure problem. The model was built as a 0.4 percent leplica of the Space Shuttle during
Shuttle Phase B design studies with the objective of understancqng and suppressing the liftoff acoustic
enviromuents. The size was chosen based on available solid rocket motors that scaled the solid rocket

motor (SRM) characteristics important to acoustics, such as exit velocity, thrust, and mass flow rate.
Hot gas hydrogen and liquid oxygen scale model main engines w.,.'redesigned and used. All significant

6

details of the Shuttle launch configuration, the Mobile Launch Ph_tform (MLP), and the flame bucket

were also duplicated. The facility has the capability of placittg the vehicle in an elevated position
relative to launch pad representing post-liftoff conditions so that maximum acoustical environments

, can he obtained. Figure I is a view of the 0.4 percent model and eacility looking from the Orbiter
side. The flame trench, MLP, and vehicle are clearly shown.

: I
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Figure I. 6.4 percent model from Orbiter side.

Figure 2 shows a view of the facility and model from the side. Here, all vehicle ele_,_ents are
seen as well as the MLP. In addition to /he 6.4 percent test program, the test stand has several other
active test positions, a block house and in:trumentation, control and dat_ recording systems. The
facility has a full contingent of engineers aad technicians to support acoustic/overpressure and other
ongoing test programs. Mechanical, instrume,,tation, and control personnel as well as machine and
welding shops, photography, video, communications, etc., support the test activities as required. These
facilities a_d personnel afford quick configuration changes and short test turnaround periods. Tests
can be conducted at a frequency of up to one a day depending on the intermediate facility and
model changes.

Not clearly seen in these pictures is the water system developed to suppress the liftoff acous-
tics. This system consistsof a water spray at the top of the MLP from all sides of the SSME hole, "

.. spray into both the SSME and SRB plumes from the crest of the main deflector in the exhaust
trench, water into the SRB drift hole from the east and west sidesalong the top of the flame trench,
and water from six pedestalson top of the MLP to suppressacousticscausedby plume impingement
on top of the MLP. The SRB drift hole was put in the MLP to reduce plume impingement and the
resultingacousticsin the caseof drift soon after liftoff. Figure 3 showsa view of the scale model
with the water Ilowiz:g,

"t
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Figure 2. 6.4 percent model from side.



The value of this type of facility and the supporting personnel cannot be overestimated, In
addition to the test personnel and facilities, there are supporting data reduction and ,_,..:z evaluation
personnel and 0ynamic analysts who make up the remainder of a multidisciplina,7 ¢_n,

SECTION I. BACKGROUND AND OVERPRE$.qURE CHARACTERISTICS

A. History of Overpressurefor SpaceShuttle

In the mid-1970's, dynamics personnel from MSFC were involved in Lhe solution of a com-
bined ?ogo and payload loads problem for the Titan Viking launch. During these reviews, it was
pointeJ out that one potential cause of tile liftoff loads for the TRail Viking was the SRM ignition
oveil_ressure. As it turned ouq this was not the cause of the liftoff loads for the Titan Viking. How-
ever, the large values observed, 8 to 10 psi, started a large effort to determine if overpressure was a
problem for Space Shuttle. This activity was started in July 1975 under the auspices of the Level 1I
Space Shuttle Loads Panel.

The first activity was to review analytical and experimental data available. In addition to the
Titan data, it was found that The Boeing Company had run 1/20 scale model tests on the Minuteman
and correlated them with full-scale data. General Dynamics had also conducted 1/30 scale model tests
of the Atlas [ ! ].

Because Air Force solid rockets are fired in s;los, overpressure environments were a prime
concern. A or,e-dimensional approach by Broadwell and Tsu [2] was developed to study #',is prob-
lem. This was simplified by considering the silo as a semi-infinite tube. This n:_del and. the Scott
and Rie¢! model [3], developed somewhat later, will be discussed in more ,/_:;.ail later Both were
used as a basis for studying the Shuttle overpressure problem. Some of *,he key p_.ople in tiffs early
work were Tom Modlin, Alden Mackey, Dr. Bob Ried, and Carl Scott of .ISC; .1ess Jones and Stan
Guest of MSFC; and Fred Laspesa, Sam Krause, and Dr. Shih-li Lai of Rockwell International.

in the fall of 1975, it was decided that the MSFC 6.4 percent acoustic scale model be investi-
gated as a potential for determining Space Shuttle overpressure environments. The MSFC 6.4 percent
model was conceived and developed to investigate Sht,ttle acousti,, environments and their suppression
techniques. The model scale was chosen to fit available Tomp.hawk motors for the solid rocket
motor_, which from an acoustical standpoint were matched to the Space Shuttle SRM's. Hot gas
;lydrogen and liquid oxygen propulsion engines were devvmped to a 6.4 percent scale of the Shuttle
liquid main engines. At this time, two key SRM par_.meters were understood to be important in the

simulation of overpressure: chamber ,,-ressur=,Pc, and pressurerise rate, [_c" Thiokors Tomahawk
motors matched well the. initial predicted char0,;teristics of the Shuttle SRM's steady-state pressure and
pressure rise rate. At the beginning of the SRM development and qualification firings, it was found

that the Shuttle SRM's thru_ rise rates were a factor of two higher than predicted, which required a
change in scale model test planning.

Overpressure tests were rua on the 0.4 percent scale mudel from Decembe= 1975 through

March 1976. in addition, a 6.4 percent horizontal single motor firing was conducted to use as a
compa,'ison to the full.scale SP_e. developmental firings. Data also were obtained from two full-scale
Titan lirings, which were mstrurr,.,ited for overpres_ure. The 6.4 percen_ model was showing 4 psi !.
at the top of the MLP, while the Titan data showed around 9 psi.

4
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During this time perio,;, several concerns were raised:

1. The effects of Pc' Pc rise rate, and other motor parameters

2. The proper scaling functions

"' 3. Tile variability in data.

As a result of these concerns, a comprehensive analytical and experimental effort was proposed by
MSFC in May 1976 to systematically evaluate these key parameters. This proposal was not funded,

"" since tile overpressure environments were not impacting tile Shuttle element interface loads, which
were the loads driven by the liftoff event at this stage of Shuttle development. It should be pointed
out that whatever the current problems are, all activities are focused on that area; this emphasis
results in overlooking other key areas. During the 1975 timeframe, the inter-element interfaces and
their element backup structure were extremely sensitive to small parameter changes, such as SRM
thrust mismatch, rise rate, and misalignment, and forced a costly redesign of this structure. Since
the overpressure environment did not have a major influence on these loads, it was inadvertently
assumed to be insignificant to all the Shuttle subelements.

Additional model tests were run in December 1976 to better define the overpressurc environ-
ment. These tests resulted in an SRB thermal curtain overpressure design value of 6 psi, and con-
firmation of the original values obtained in 1975. In this timeframe, it became clear that a better

understanding of scaling was required. This was particularly evident when a large scatter (factor of two)
was observed in tile Titan data. As a result, a scale model firing (7.5 percent) of the Titan was made
in the MSFC facility. The Titan launch facility and vehicle were modeled for this test. Three of
these :ests were run in the summer of 1977. The results, compared with full-scale Titan data, sho',ved

" that, for the Titan configuration, an empirical scale factor of approximately two was required for the
model results to match full-scale results. This scale factor was adopted for the Shuttle.

Ttle first Shuttle SRM development firing was conducted in November 1977. This firing

showed tile SRM Pc rise rate to be approximately a factor of two higher than predicted. This meant [
that the Tomahawk no longer scaled to the SRM. Scale model environment data must also be
corrected for rise :ate differences, and the Broadwell and Tsu model indicated that a factor of two

was required for rise rate adjustment. A similar but less restrictive approach by Scott and Ried
indicated that tile adjustment for rise rate shou!d be approximately 1.7. The Scott and Ried approach
was subsequently used by Rockwell as the corrections for rise rate. Thiokoi made an unsuccessful
attempt to reduce the rise rate by modifying the igniter grain. Using the factor of 1.7 for rise rate
scaling (an additional factor of 2 for a scaling adjustment indicated by Titan model/full-scale results)
and scatter in the model data resulted in high predicted overpressure environments. Liftoff loads
based on this _nvironmeot resulted ia design exceedances between 20 and 200 percent (March 1978).
With these large load exceedances, it was decided that redesign to accommodate the load increases
was not practical. The Loads Panel, under the guidance of JSC (Tom Modlin and Alden Mackey),

|

convened all known people with overpressur¢ experience and initiated a study of suppression tech-

niques. Methods considered were hard covers on hole._ in the MLP, water injection, baffles in MLP,
and soft covers over holes in MLP. Again, questions were raised concerning the understanding of the

i key parameters in the overpressur¢ phenomenon and scaling uncertainties. In May 1978, before these
suppression concepts could be evaluated, an error was found in the liftoff loads simulation in how the
overpressure phasirg with the liftoff twang was considered. Eliminating this error again showed over-
pressure to be a small contributor ro vehicle loads, as well as the Orbiter heat shield and the SRB
thermal curtain. This remo',ed tile urgency on the design of suppression devices, and this effort was
dropped, in nrtrorespect, this large sensitivity to small changes should have been a key concern, and
should have been given a more in-depth consideration.

5
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The SRB thermal curtain was in final design in August 1978. The overpressure environment
was revisited and again assessed to be between 5 and 6 psi on the SRB thermal curtain.

As tile Shuttle moved toward final verification, it was decided to run some additional tests to

obtain better overpressure characteristics. These tests were run without firing the SSME's to remov,-
the extraneous noise from the data. There were differing opinions on how to treat overpressure and
analyze the data from the tests. The issue was settled at this time by running loads and again siaow-
ing the interface loads to not be sensitive t,- overpressure environments. In retrospect, the amplitudes

• of the overpressure were fairly accurately predicted by Guest as seen in Figure 4. However, no ,

.: attempt was made to adjust the overpressure frequency for Pc rise rate effects: this meant that the

" frequency was under,_redicted b_ about 40 percent: 4 Hz from model test data versus 6 Hz from
STS-I full-scale data.

?.

m i

t

O ! I 3 4 II

IRI |GlUl I1_ OVIAPIqlilUml i'

P PSIO

Figure 4. Overpressureamplitude predictions from 1978
model teetsvenus STS-I measured.

o
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One final review was made of the cverpressure environment by the Williams committee in :I.

April 1980. This group also raised concerns over tile data analysis methods and overpressure levels, l
As a result, loads were reassessed and an additional factor of two (increase) was placed on the ampli-

tude (Titan experience). Again, no load exceedances (interfaces) were found; and the issue was .
closed.

With this brief history as background, the following section addresses the basic res:dts of the _:
STS- ! launch. .-

t
f

B. STS-10verpressure Characteristics

As stated in the introduction, the first Space Shuttle reusable space vehicle was launched in i,
what appeared to be a flawless launch. In general, this was ihe case. Performance was good. Element !
interface loads were n,:ar-normally _,redicted. A detailed evaluation of the data, however, showed |
some surprises. The response of the vehicle to ignition overpressure, in particular the Orbiter, caused
much concern. In fact, the overpressure environment on the Orbiter heat slfield was near its design

value of i.8 psi, and the Orbiter response at various locations was approximately 80 percent of design
values. 1

#
I,

To put these concerns in perspective, it is necessary to look first at the vehicle's liftoff con- 1_
figuration ,rid sequence. The Shuttle is placed on the Mobile Launcher (ML) on the four pedestals
in each SRB exhaust hole, and is provided hoiddown constraints until SRB ignition. The launch
platform and trenches serve to direct the propulsion system gases down and away from the Shuttle i:
vehicle. The SSME propulsion gases are directed to one side and the SRB gases to the other using a _:t

llame deflector. Figure 5 shows a side view of the gas trenches, ML, and holddown pedestals
(support pests).

STS-IKSCLAUNCHFACILITY
CONFIGURATION '-

!_

p .'

i ', t
• 1

_OI I;O|MMI :
OGFLECTOR

IATIR

Figure 5. Side view of launch facilities and vehicle. <
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OF POOR QUALITY

The flame deflector has large water-spray heads, spraying water into each exhaust gas plume,
put in for cooling and reduction of acoustics environments. Looking down on top of the MLP (Fig.
6), we see the SSME exhaust gas hole on the left and two rectangular holes on the right for each
SRB exhaust gases. The holddown and vehicle support pedestals can be seen near the left side of the
SRB holes. The open areas to the right of these pedestals are there to keep the SRB exhaust gases
from impinging on the MLP as the vehicle drifts during liftoff and from aggravating the acoustical
environments.

127 FT)

CREW INGRESS/EGRESS ARM _

(32 FT) _.

-ET VENT UMBI LICAL--

(1FT 4IN.} _7/" :_,.-_'/ 1-..

POSTS(5.36iN.)

"' 4.61N. / FOOI i |
ORIFT-_ ..n /

U _l_ T-0 UMBIL CAL
(10 IN.)

Figure 6. View on top of MLP.

The SSME hole has water injecteo around the top of the MLP into the SSME plumes to
reduce acoustical environments. The same is true of the SRB holes for STS-I, except the water is
injected lower, near the top of the flame trenches.

Obvio_ly, these trenches and the ML act to contain and direct the propulsion system exhausts.
This containment of the accelerating exhaust gas creates the overpressure phenomenon. In general, the
accelerating exhaust gases push the contained air (piston effect) and overrun the initial particles,
setting up a blast or shock wave which then propagates out of the exhaust plume holes and strikes
the vehicle. This phenomenon will be discussed in more detail in a later section. Obviously, this
overpressure is a function of the start-up characteristics of the propulsion system and, therefore,
couples strongly with the to_al liftoff environment.

The _.,ftoff sequence is as follows: The S_;ME's are started and throttled up to rated power
level and held tnere for approximately 3 sec. Figure 5 shows that the SSME thrust is offset, an_ '

_ thus bendsthe vehicle over the SRB's and the holddown pedestals. A largebase bending moment is
created, which is relievedas the vehicle dynamically swingsback. At the time this moment is mini-
mum, the SRB ignition command and hoiddown bolt reless¢comma.d is given; and the liftoff
sequencebegins(Fig. 7).

8
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SHVTTL| LIFT-OFF LOADS COMPLI_X!TY.,

EASE BENDING MOAIENT ANO SE_JENCINQ

.,,. %

M v
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i
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_i_ iOO, T S MEC

.J
3.0 4,0 b_O 6.0 7.0 a

t

S|OUENCIN(_

I) SSME THRUST 90% ON ALL ENGINES - SRB IGNITION TIME BASE

• LAGS UNTIL $RB IGNITION

CHECKS IN SYSTEM
OWL,HRATEOn,LANNEOOELAYS

Figure 7. Base bending moment versus time.

At approximately 0.2 sec after the SRB ignition command, tile overpressurc waves emanate
from the exhaust holes: and then, the first vertical motion of the vehicle occurs. The resulting
,.lynamic loads [4] are a functton of the SSMt" reduced moment, SRM thrust, thrust rise rate, thrust
difference between tile SRM's, and the overpressure. Also lt.portant ar,..'thrust vector misalignments,
winds, and the vehicle elastic body characteristics. Obviously, the overpressure environment-induced
response combi,led to some extent with the hftoff twang load, creating larger res;',,,_ses.

Looking at the S'I'S-_, environments and ,esponses in terms of these sequent.es and the overall
environment characteristics, it is clear that everything was nominal except tile predicted overpressure
response. Table I gives the predicted vehicle interface loads for a nomitaal vehicle compared to STS-I
flight values. Clearly, the basic vehicle and its loads were near nominal.

Thts analogy does not hold, however, :'or the Orbiter respotv:e. Figure 8 shows that the
Orbiter elevon response is approximately 80 percent of design values. The response is basically an
Orbiter mode with tile Orbiter/ET attachments serving as node points.

Launch fihns of ;.he elevons clearly show this response and that it occurred before the first
" hftoff motion. The same type of response occurred along tile Orbiter centerline in the pitch plane,

creating potential adverse payload response environments. Figure 9 is a typical plot for one of these
respollses.

Plotting the measured overpressure environment and comparing it to the response clearly shows
' that the overpressure caused the major portion of Orbiter response. Figures 10 and 11 are typical

examples of lwo of these overpressure and resultant vibration measurenlents.
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TABLE 1. INTERFACE LOADS
i i |, _ ll|

A MEASURED PREDICTED MEASURED DESIGN LIMIT
A PREDICTED LOAD (KIPS) NET LOAD NET LOAD (KIPS) LOADS

LOAD" (KIPS) MEAN (NIPS) MEAN COMP/TEN

P1 - 74 - 62 - 58 - 46 --1311130

P2 - 74 - 57 - Ell - 41 --131/130

P3 254 223 183 152 --295/476

'* P4 254 221 183 lrA) --327/474

- I)5 -653 -666 -53S -548 -'834/172

P6 -653 _ --538 -480 --834/172

P7 - 28 - 4 - 28 - 4 -173/177

P8 --119 - 94 -306/393

I)9 143 140 -3O6/393

P10 -112 -165 -306/393

P_l --119 --100 --306/393

P12 143 140 --306/393

P13 -112 --190 --306-393
. m _,k - -- _

*R/I V5.8 NOMINAL STS--1 LIfT-OFF CONr';TION (L0796)
\

OVl_ DEVELOPMENTFLIGHTINSTRUMENTATIONDATA,STS-1

NO. DATA POINTS: m

mAIITIME: Ik(tYwl02 14104JNw12 i'O

_1),0

10,0

S.O.

r,

i°°
!

-8,O

-tO.O t

TOME, aCOalOO

Figure 8. Orbiter elevon response.
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OVll_STS-IASCENTCLOD03.APRIL121981

• NO. DATA POINTS 07
(

lllAST*.li_ DAY*102 HOUR'12 kilN'0

4.0 '

_.0

-1.0

-2.0

TIME, $ECOND_

Figure 9. Orbiter response (pitch plane).

OVII_DEVELOPMENTFLIGHTINSTRUMENTATIONDATA,STS-I

NO. DATA POINTS. SH
BIAS TIME. OAY - 102 HOUR - 12 kilN - 0
,0 - 400 H= FILTEFt|
_43E HEAT SHIELO

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5
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I °'_
_E 0.* i
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-2,5 , __ , • ..... __ , , ,
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Figure 10. STS-I Orbiter heat shield. ,_
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Figure I I. STS-I Orbiter body flap.

Clearly, the SRM ignition overpressure is a problem to the Space Shuttle and its payloads.

Detailed evaluations were made by MSFC of tile facility and vehicle overpressure data, timt',-
lines, and launch movies tt' obtain a better understanding of the overpressur¢ characteristics. Each
overpressure instrument and its response were time correlated to the liftoff event. The apparent
source location of the overpressure wave was obtained by assuming source locations and fitting the
distance and arrival time using a linear regression analysis. The results of this evaluation showed the
appartnt source location of !he overpressure wave to be midway between the two SRM's and slightly
biased to the outside of the SRB centerlines. Figu_'e !2 shows this source reconstruction,

!
i

The facility measurenuents, which were treated separately from the Orbiter measurements, gave
similar results, This evaluation also showed that the overpressure wave velocity was very near (slightly
higher than) the speed of sound, indicating tha', the wave was behaving somewhat like a weak shock
wave. Early analysis of the flight data conducted by Bob Ried and Carl Scott of JSC indicated that
tile wave approximated a blast wave in the MLP and on the lower vehicle and looked like a weak
shock on the upper part of the vehicle. Figure 13 shows how the data fit different powers of the
inverse of the distance (R). Further refinement of the data changed this correlation somewhat to
more nearly fit an iso-intropic gas dynamics model (Section IV and Appendix C),

Theories such as Broadwell and Tsu developed in the early 1960's showed a dependence of
the cverpressure environnlent on the el,amber pressure rise rate. Dou8 Blackwell and Steve Richards

(MSFC; reconstructed the Pc rise rate for both STS-I SRM's and for the QM-I firing (qualification
motor firing). Figure 14 is a plot of these rise rates.
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Figure 14. ('omparison of the STS-I and the SRM qualification motor test No. 1
, ignition overpressure rise rate history.

Comparing the following plot (Fig. 15) of a typical overpressure measurement sho.ws that the
overpressure environment in both frequency and relative amplitude generally tracks the initial Pc rise

rate tl_c). Notice that the Pc curves have a very large spike followed by a smaller spike with a
frequency around O Hz. The overpressun: waves follow the first of these two positive spikes, nearly
triangular in shape; however, the response to the second is barely visible, around 155 ms. The first

peak is lbilowed by a large, negative sine wave-type response, which is typical of weak blast waves,
In summary, the first Pc spike dominates the overpressure wave, determining its general characteristics.
As pointed out in the history section, the overall amplitude was adequately predicted (Fig. 4). No
attempt was made to adjust the frequency of overpressure wave, i.e., approximately 4-Hz model
compared with approximately O-ltz on STS-I. In retrospect, this slightly lower frequency, though not
significantly different from 0 Hz, was used in a loads model that resulted in inadequate vehicle
response simulation. With the complex liftoff sequence of events, complex vehicle dynamic character-
istics, and the large number of key system parameters in the vehicle response, this is not an
unexpected result.

The results of the STS-i launch led to the formation of an ad hoc working group chaired by
Enoch Jones (JSC) with the objective of finding a fix for STS-2 without causing a schedule slip.
Robert Ryan led the MSFC activities, Bill Frohoff led Ro,.'kwell activities, Jim Greenwood led KSC
activities, and Bill Hamby led NASA Headquarters activities. Experts at all the above organizations,
along with Thiokol, Aerospace, Martin, and special consultants, were a part of the working group;
Rockwell had several key system personnel on-site to support the test. Sam Dougherty led their
activities. All organizations sent people to MSFC at various times for special support, Two face-to-
face meetings were held in conjunction with a daily telex:on among all concerned. The telecon proved
to be a very effective mechanism for handling this special problem, MSFC formed a special team to

14 1
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Figure 15. Overpressure versus time.

support this activity and take all independent systems look at all data, approaches, etc. The team,

under the leadership of Bob Ryan, was composed of Doug Lamb, Structures; 13ill Rhiel, Materials;
Vince Verderaimc, Stan Guest, and Jess Jones, Dynamics: Jim Ralston, Test; "l'erry Greenwood and

Heinz Struck, Flow Environments; and Jim lgou, Shuttle Project Office. On-site Thiokol and Rock-

well personnel supported this independent activity. The next section deals with the basic overpressure

characteristics as theorized by various individuals.

C. Overpmssure Characteristics and Scaling Laws

Five individual theories or models have been developed to understand tile basic overprcssure

and to develop the scaling laws. These are: ti) one-dtmensional model of t.he SRB igniter pulse,

plug rupture, and overpressure wave generation, Dr. Lai, Rockwell hiternational; (2) simplihed

Broadwell/Tsu one-dimensional model of overpre_ure wave generation, Jess .Jones, MSFC; (3) one-

, dimensional model of tile igqiter shock and overpressure wave generation using the methods of

. characteristics, Heinz Struck, MSFC; (4) modified Broadwell]Tsu model of SRM iip_iter pulse and

overpressure wave generation, Mark Silita, Thiokoi: and 1,5) blast wave theory of overpressure wuve

• characteristic,,i, l)r, Bob Ried and Carl Scott, JSC. A brief dtscussion of methods (2), (3), and (5)

can be found in Appendices A, B, and C, respectively. These three theories and others not,discussed
i lily.: limitations; however, they do add understanding to the overpressure phenomenon and provide

, good scding relationships. Tile modit'ied Broadwell/Tsu and the blast theory approaches provide t_
reasonable estimat,:s of the STS-I levels. The data spread of the 6.4 percent model is quite iarlle, 1:
as can be seen from Figure 25 (Section IV), and ts believed to encompass all the expected launch },
values. This data variability is inherent in tile ignition overpressure phenomenon and its transient I.
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characteristics, and is due in large part to the extreme sensitivity of the resulting overpressure wave _;
to the initial start-up characteristics of the motor. This variability is not only evident in the 6.4
percent model data but also full-scale Titan data, as well as other model tests that have been con-
ducted in tile past.

SECTION II. STS-2 SOLUTION APPROACHES '

L
_;,
• _. Unless some means could be achieved to suppress the overpressure environment, it was clear
: that the STS-2 Shuttle could not be launched wi'.hout undue risks. Three basic conceptual approaches _
" were open as means lb_ suppression: (1) to attack the source of the overpressure and thus reduce its

levels, (2) to contain the overpr*.ssure within the ML so that it does not reach the Shuttle vehicle,
and (3) to relieve the pressure beneath the ML by opening up the sides of the enclosed voh_mes.
Consideration of each of these al:'proaches, however, had to be tempered by various other systems
constraints: (I) there must be no slippage in the STS-2 launch date; (2) all covers used for contain-
ment must be either removed or but-ned away before the vehicle rose above the MLP in order to
meet the acoustical environments; (.3) aspiration requirements and negative delta pressures on the MLP
must stay within design limits; (4) water quantities available for acoustic suppression were the upper
limit of water available for overpressure suppression (in other words, war.. could only be diverted or
rerouted, no new source available); (5) liftoff clearance envelopes could not be exceeded; (6) debris
must be contained; (7) thermal environments could not be increased; and (8) some type of side
deflects,,- under the ML muot be present'to protect facility equipment.

The preferred approach was to attack the source, which could have been done by changing the
SRM chamber pressure rise rate or by secondary injection into the SRB plumes. Altering the SRM
w,,s not possible within the nmited available schedule, in that, in all probability, it would have
required two or three years and additional motor qualification firings to achieve a satisfactory con-
clusion.

The other approach within the same general category of killing the source would be the
injection of water into the plume. As stated previously, this action would change the density, cool
the flow, quench after-burning, slow down the accelerating mass particles, and act as a shield con-
taining the wave within the MLP. This approach certainly appeared to be a viable option and was
given prime consideration as a part of the overall STS-2 solution.

The second general approach area, that of containing the overpressure within the ML, also
would produce a satisfactory result; however, within the constraints discussed previously, such an
approach would certainly be burdensome. Because of the uncertaiPty of water injection scaling,
however, it wa,, added to the list of possible STS-2 solutions for redundancy or insurance. Considered
containment devices were classified into two categories: (1) soft covers that disintegrate shortly after
contact with t'ae SRM plume and (2) hard covers, such as trap doors, that move out of the way of
the plume after the overpressure wave has passed.

":-he tl_rd general approach, relieving the pressure beneath the ML to minimize the buildup in
the pressure, was another suppression _echnique considered. Specifically, consideration was given to
(I) complete i_movai of the side deflectors and (2) Iouvered side deflectors to reduce the blockage
area. Complele r:moval of th: deflectors was not effective. The separation of the SRB on the Space
Shuttle is slightly larger than can be completely accepted by the exhaust trench; consequently, the
exhaust impinges directly on top of the SRB exhaust trench, which was the reason for the side

16
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deflectors in the first place. One model test firing with complete removal of the side deflectors
showed an aggravated overpressure. The other approach, louvered deflectors, would deflect the SRB
exhaust flow into the trench and, thus, allow the pressure to be relieved. These louvered deflectors
did, in fact, relieve the overpressure. Unfortunately, the Tomahzwk motor that was used in this test

had all abnormally lfigli Pc rise rate (approximately three times higher than average). The resulting

adjusted overpressure levels were very low, and the overpressure community was reluctant to accept
these results. It was decided, however, to pursue this approach at some later date. Table 2 sum-

' marizes the options considered.

TABLE 2. OVERPRESSURE SUPPRESSION
OPTIONS CONSIDERED

Source Reduction

I. Water injection into SRB plume.

Change i_c of SRB.2.

3. Injecting foam or other materials.

4. Helium bags in ML and trench.

5. Remove llame bucket and deflectors.

Containment

1. Hard covers.

a. Trap doors

b. Baffles

c. Shield between SRB and Orbiter.

2. Soft covers.

a. Tarpaulin.

b. Troughs filled with water

c. Divider between SSME and SRB plumes.

d. Water bar ba_,,ers (sausages) in SRB holes.

Relieving the Pressure

1. No side dellectors.

"_ Louvered side deflectors.

In order to evaluate these o:_tior_s and arrive at an overall solution, a senes of parametric tests
and, subsequently, (_.4 percent model tests was run.

p

SECTION III. PARAMETRIC TESTS AND RESULTS

To effect general cost savings and schedule optimization, several parametric tests were run witl'.
an overpressure pulse generator, i.e., without hot-firing the 6.4 per'cent model.
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One of these tests consisted of a simulation of the overpressure wave in conjunction with
various cont:i:ament devices. The simulation of the overpressure, engineered by Garland Johnston av4
Jess Jones (MSFC), consisted ol a small steel chamber with a nozzle opening, a device referred to as a
"popper." A pyrotechnic charge was set off in the chambcr. The chamber aad nozzle were sized to
give the overpressure wave characteristics, amplitude, and frequency. By placing this "popper" device
in the flame trench and firing it upwards, a typical overpressure environment could be created.
Several firings a day, in conjunction with different containment devices, could be accomplished. This
testing activity allowed sorting out various approaches quickly and cheaply. Table 3 lists the general
containment devices studied and the results obtained.

' TABLE 3. OVERPRESSURE CONTAINMENT DEVICES

Configuration Suppression
i

!. SRB drift hole (secondary hole) Little
cover (solid and flexible)

2. Vertical wall between SSME and Little

SRB plumes

3. Combination of 1 and 2 Little to moderate

4. Cover around SRB exhaust hole Significant
(primary) and drift hole (secondary)
(solid and flexible)

5. SRB primary hole cover Moderate

In sununary, these tests showed that:

i. Any type of cover that does not fail suppresses the waves.

2. The wave mainly comes up around the SRB side, not on the SSME side.

3. Covering the primary hole is more important than covering the drift hole (secondary hole).

4. Dividers between the SSME and SRB have little effect on Orbiter overpressure environment.

Another off-site supporting test was developed to address how water can act to reduce over-
pressure; i.e., how water can act as a barrier or shield to contain the overpressure wave within the
_IL. The off-line test setup as a means of quantifying the above effect consisted of a simulated over-

pressure wave and a vertical water wall and enabled tlfickness, droplet size, etc., to be varied.

The simulated overpressure wave was generated in two ways: the popper described previously
and a special acoustical horn with a pulse output. Since the scale model frequency was a factor of
16 higher than full scale, the issue of water barrier effects as a function of frequency needed to be
addressed. This could best be done by varying the waveform, i.e., pulse frequency. Thus, most of
the data used were acquired using the special acoustical horn approach.

The results of the above testing can be summarized as follows:

18
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i

1. A solid sheet of water as opposed to a homogenous droplet mixture is reqr_red to sig-
nificantly _uppress the wave. The thickness of the water sheet required for attenuation depends on
the frequency of the wave.

• 2. Water sl:r._y of any practical thickness provides little attenuation of the wave.

The results of tl, is study and the corresponding scaling parameters are shown in Figure 16,
which plots the test results, showing transmission loss as a function of frequency and thickness. Also,

," shown for comparison is the limp wall data found in the literature. Applying these data to the full-
scale Shuttle vehicle shows that a 7-in. solid sheet of water is required to block or attenuate the

: 6-Hz overpvessure wave and reduce its energy level by a factor of four. A portion of these results
- was verified for the scale model in subsequent hot firings.
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Figure 16. Transmission coefficient for a pulse incident I,

on water curtain in air. I_
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SECTION IV. 6.4 PERCENT SCALE MODEL TEST PROGRAM AND RESULTS t

The scale model test program was conducted in two phasesby MSFC test personnel, led by
Jim Ralston. Phase 1 was a ¢ontmuatio,i of the parametric studiesstarted off-line for preliminary

" evaluation of proposed fixes. Phase ii was a detailed evaluation of the selected fixes and a deter-
ruination of the overpressure environment to use for STS-2 loads vc:afication. The instrumen!ation
plans, test plans, and data summaries were documented by Rockwell.

, A. Test Program Configumation/Schedule

Initially, two tests were run using tile STS-I ML configuration including simulated SSME
firings. These tests were conducted to re-establish the 6.4 percent scale model's ability t,," predict the
overpressure levels experienced on STS-I; since, as presented earlier (Fig. J), it was detemlined that

lq
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theTomahawk did notscaletillage'hi,tileSRM chamber pressureriserate.To checkp!,smegeometry
effects, test 2 was n.m with a nozzle extension or, the Tomahawk, while test l used the used the
Tomahawk as designed. No significant difference was found in results from use of the nozzle exten-
sion; therefore, further use of the nozzle extension was abandoned. Problen were, however,

encountered in these total systems tests; (l) Noise levels from SSM_.'s were lugh enough to mask ehe _

overpressure characteristics on many sensors, and (2) inherent ignition lag times between the firirg ,
of the two Tomahawks were large enough to substantially reduce the overpr._ssure environment. ',"his
lag was exaggerated by an order of magnitude over full scale caused by the difference between scale
model and prototype time scales. As a result of these two problems, two changes were made to the

. test configuration. The decision was made to test without hot firing the SSME's since they did not
, ', contribute to the overpressure wave. The SSME plumes were simulated using solid cylinders in order

to properly block the SSME holes. Also, the model was split in half with a lalge steel plate; and
Y only one SRM was fired, thereby simulating via reflection the other motor ignition overpressure wave.

The rationale lor taking this approach was that the largest overpressure value would occur if both
motors fired simultaneously and both waves reached the vehicle _nter with the same characteristics.
The splitter plate would give the same effect, l he use of the splitter plate and a single motor, half-
model firing saved costly motors and allowed for the r.onc,mtration of the limited available instra-
mentation. This was very important because the overpressures at any given vehicle station vary around
the circumference of the vehicle, and the pressure differ,..Ice across the vehicle drives the internal loads
in the ;'-hicle. Figures 17 and 18 show the splitter plate configuration from two viewpoints, the first
looking in from the wing tip and the second looking in from the SRB side. In the second view, the
splitter plate can be seen in the flame trench as well as on the vehicle.
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Figure 18. Splitter plate configuration looking in at SRB's.

Instrumentation was placed to obtain values for vehicle delta pressures, Orbiter thermal shield

pressures, SRB thermal shield 7ressures, and pressure in the ML on both the SSME and SRB sides.
Figures 19 and 20 show the basic instrumentation used. In special tests, some minor changes were
made; however, tile core set was maintained throughout all the tests. Tile total number of over- ._

pressure measurements per test wag generally 50.
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FiLzurc 19. 0.4 percent overpressure instrumentation. v
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B. Establishing Test Validity

1"o help ¢,,,t;Ibit._il till' v:lltdtty or" tile tCstlnl, t tc¢hntq.c_, it is Ittl|_Ul't_ll|t tO .'+how _ll,lt the ,_¢'il¢

titod¢l d,lt,t did, Indeed, t'¢prcst'tli tilt' S'I'_-I t'tlvIroIII'II¢IIIS A'_ W;IS pointed L_tlt C,tlltt'l', ott¢ kt'y

I'+.ll:lltl;.'tt'l ' tit tilt" ox¢ti+tL'ssllr¢ |'011¢llOlltCItt'ql IS tilt.' eh'iml+¢r I+l'¢.'_Stli'¢liS¢ r;,t¢. It" the .'+¢:|i¢ ,llodt'l I,'+

r_.'l'tlz'.',L'llt,tT,r,¢ Of the," Itil!--',¢_lh: ¢ll_,llOlltll¢tlls, til¢n tile s,,.'+lhlll_(h+,.'OltL'.',I+lcs¢ltled k',lt'li¢l' b V Jott¢A "ltl'l

(,U_'St tP,l._l'+l "] ,tnd IZded ,tnd So.lit tJ_L').,,llollid predict tit ;t reasol|:lbl¢ I_1:11111¢1'tile S'i'5-i l'¢sltlt, I:.',,tll_

tilt" (,,4 I+Ctt'L'tlt b,l'.L'illlu d;tt:l. |ltd¢¢d, tilts is tilt" _,',ls¢. |:list, it i;_ tlnl+ot't:iilt II_ llOl+lll:lhzL" tile S_.'+li¢

lllOdt'l d,;t,t b,l,',_.'d on _oi11¢ I'LIIICIioII of I+ 'l'llt_ tS tlk'CL'S$+tl+ySIlICa.'till' "|'OIt|'l_l:lWk ItlOtOt_ it:IVy"

x,ltl,il'tiht% Ill i _ I'IL+ltl Ittttll,_ tO I'lltlll_, It X+;tSSlIOWII I_i I;ll_lllL'S 1'4 :lllLI _,_ tilat tile tW¢l'l'+FL+.'+_Lllt' W:IV¢

Clt+s¢ly tt,t,:ked tilt" i'. lit I¢ltllA Of Sil:ll+¢ :lnd I't¢tltl,.'llC.V. The S:IIIIL" t'¢XtlltS I't+]k+w t'or tilt' ._t';ll¢ nlodt.'l.

l'ht' l',,tlt.lh,txvk i_ It,i+,, two tli,'.+tilt¢t p¢;Iks wltll the l'itst l+¢ItlB the snl£1llcst. _1n¢¢ the ltr.,,t pc',k pt¢-

dotntn.ttc.,, tI_ the i + ol' the l'ull-s¢;ll¢ _l_l',.t ;it+d mltt¢¢ the tlillC i:Ig of the sc¢otld l',¢'tk t+t" the s¢'tI¢

model l'¢lllOt'_+'> It lit+Ill ll1|l+t+It,llt¢¢ ill t!t¢ lit'loft' S¢tILi¢liC_', only the t'irst l+__+.'+itlV¢:lilt| t'¢_:itlV¢ l+¢aks

xv¢tc ;ill:llx'z_'d.. Ftltut'e .'sI ¢OlittlJllS plots of tile P¢ +trill l_¢ of tilt" l"olll:lhtlwk, :llld |:lStll¢ +.'+'_ IS :1

tx'pt¢,ll oV¢ll+r¢,,stit¢ w,tv¢, l'llc ;lml+hllld_.' =Itld l+eriod of Os¢ill;ItlOll de;lily thick the ]_ ' howevel, tile

s¢cotld i_ ..,l+Ikt" ts ,Is l:Irl_e or l,lrl_cr llltln tile litst :ind ¢Ic_ItIV +.'_itlses 'i sc¢t_ld I+OSlIIVL" l+C:Ik dlt't'crcllt

ll_+m the tltll-s,:,=l¢ Jr'suits, Tilts k'd to d=It'l cv:lhrltlOlt l+robl_.'nls which were resolved by residing ot_iy

the lttsl p,,.,tk. &+',4, :tddtttotl:tl ¢Oll¢l:itiotl. tll¢ I+I'VSSItt'c _.+tlc,'l¢il Shuttle :lll_.+ l',l,.'ility ¢l¢nlcllt for
¢,1¢h test +.+.':is:tx'cl.q.tcd ;llld Pk, ttcd :Is lltlnOl'ltt_ilizcd I+t'¢ssliI'¢ VcI'.";LIs1+.... Fil_tlp." • +" is ,:' Plot ot" these
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This correlation allowed them to go to the mentioned scaling law, which produced the results
in non-dimensional form shown in Figure 29. •
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Figure 29. OverpressureversusPc"

A good correlation exists using this theory for extrapolating scale model data to STS-I. This
approach, applied to the Orbiter measurements, predicts results similar to those of Jones and Guest.
Using the Broadwell and Tsu model, which is linear in relationship, the nonlinear aspects of Ried's
model give an overall better tit of the data than the linear models; m that, the data spreads are less
than the linear approaches.

These two independent approaches, although not giving identical results, clearly establish the
ability of the scale model to predict lull-scale results without water iajection.

: C. Test Evaluatior, Techniques

Data from the b.4 percent scale m '. test program were analyzed and evaluated in several
ways. First, it was desirable to get a quick assessment of the relative merits of fixes so that decisions
could be made lot the next test. MSFC recommended that this be accomplished by grouping the

28
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measurements, such as Orbiter, Orbiter thermal shield, etc., and averaging the peak pressure measure-

ments. To account for the variation in" Pc between different motors, the data were normalized to an

average Pc before the grouping and averaging process. This average Pc is 45,025 psi/see and was

/

obtained t)om the average of the initial series of tests when this procedure was established. Ratios
were then determined by dividing the average data for an individual test by the average data for the
baseline test. Originally, test 5 was used for this baseline. Later, tests 19 and 20 were used. The

, final assessment used tests 19, 20, 27, and 28 for pitch plane data. and tests 29 and 30 for the yaw
plane data. Table 5 summarizes the procedure.

TABLF. 5. QUICK-LOOK DATA EVALUATION PROCEDURE
i, m .

I. Read first positive overpressure peak. Second positive peak of Tomahawk not
applicable to Shuttle SRM's (Reference Figs. 14 and 21).

i' c of first pressure chamber peak rise rate.2. [)eterlninc IllaXiltlUnl

3. Normalize peak pressures by ratio el individual peak chamber pressure rise rate to
average of Tomahawk (45,025 psi/see).

45,025 ) = p+ (normalized)
Pi+ " (Indices)

Pc1

4. Compute the ratio of normalized pressure (per measurement) between individual
test and the average baseline tests (per measurement).

Normalized pressure (per measurement) for individual test)
Ratio = i

Average normalized pressure (per measurement) baseline test

Ratio is reduction of fix relative to STS-I hardware.

5. Average tile normalized pressure ratioed data by groups: SRB thermal heat shield,
vehicle/Orbiter, MLP SRB side, MLP SSME side, Orbiter thenval shield.

i

These ratios of the average pressures of scale model tests are ..mmarized in Tables O and 7.
These tests and test configurations are identical with those shown previously in Table 4.

As an additional evah_ation technique, Rockwell International/Space Division took the individual
. pressure measurements as a function of time and calculated delta pressures as a function of time by

taking differences between all matched pairs of instruments on each side of the vehicle. These peak
delta pre._sures were then ratioed to the baseline tSTS-i) delta pressures. These ratios were used to

multiply tile STS I flight measured lorcing functions. All data were first normalized to Pc' as _
discussed previously, to remove Pc scatter in the data. Rockwell !_rst used a linear Pc normalization.

The final data used the Rietl and Scott (Pc)2/P---cnomlalization. The _P forcing function deterlnined

in this fashion was multiplied by an_appropriate data scatter factor anld applied to the Shuttle
dy,lamic model to generate loads, Since the STS-2 fixes shifted the basic overpressure wave frequency
but not tile general character, a correlation to STS-I ratio environment had to incorporate a frequency
correlation also. This was accomplished by incorporating a frequency spread on the data.

2_
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TABLE 6. PRESSURE AMPLITUDE RATIOS

..... AMPLITUDE CORRECTION FACTORS .....

VEHICLE THERMAL MLP SSME ORBITER
ORBITER CURTAIN SRB HOLE HEAT

TEST DESCRIPTION TANK SRtg SRI7 SIDE SHIELD

5 BASELINE i.593 I 231 0.000 I 319 1 OI6 t 681
6 HCP, HCS, HO O.2OI 2 510 0 000 I 876 0.102 • 211
7 HCS, HD 0.777 I 381 O 000 ! 865 0.322 0 809
8 HD, WLP, WLS 0,530 0 737 0 000 3 5g! 0 285 0 402
9 HCP, HCS 0,205 0 278 0.000 770 0 g21 0 365

10 WI. 40&P/30KS 0.256 0 266 0 000 123 0.478 0 228
11 WI, 40KP/30KS, -SD 0,355 0 215 0 090 240 0 700 0 421
!2 WI 70_P 0,285 0 443 0.000 007 0.749 0 I00
!3 WI 70_P, WLS 0 413 0 092 0 000 .631 0 543 0 113
_4 #I 70KP, HD 0 243 0 132 0 000 265 0.380 0 104
'5 WI 70_P, CWI 0 481 0 222 0 000 046 0 g37 0 468
'6 WI 70KP LSD 0 070 0 011 0 240 0.245 0.168 0 138
17 W: 70KP HCP. WLS 0 241 0 184 0 202 I 398 0 865 0 259
18 W] 70KP. H/SEP 0 305 0 367 0 32g 0 788 0 650 0 226
_g BASELINE 1 375 1 252 I 561 1.264 1 121 1 233
20 BASELINE I 005 1 240 I 165 1 050 1,062 I 053
2! WI, 105KP 0 460 0 526 0 500 0.645 0 537 0 564
22 BASELINE,-NOZZ, EXT. 0 847 1 267 0 910 1.010 I 007 0 907

BASELINE USED CONSISTS OF
TEST 010, TEST i20, TEST m27, TEST m2B

Re¢.Pc RATE = 45625 Ipsi/sec!

TABLE 7. PRESSURE AMPLITUDE RATIOS

..... AMPLITUDE CORRECTION FACTORS ......

VEHICLE THERMAL MLP SSME ORBITER
ORBITER CURTAIN SRB HOLE HEAT

TEST OESCRIPTIOR TANK SRIg SR17 SIDE SHIELD

23 HCP, WTS 0 744 0.632 0.778 i.;BI 0.850 0.402
24 WI. 100KP, WTS, HCP 0 357 0.579 0.173 0,38_ i 513 0 415
25 REPEAT 24 0 310 0.260 0.337 0.520 0 651 0434
26 REPEAT 24 0 305 0.438 0.354 0.4Bg 0.086 0 282
27 REPEAT lg {BASELINE) 0 834 0 730 0.584 0.724 0.851 0 952
28 REPEAT Ig (BASELINE_ 0 787 0 760 0 690 0 054 0,065 0 762
20 BASELINE, -UPPER SP 0 854 1.540 1 450 1.354 0.851 0 747
30 REPEAT 29 0 641 0 864 1 082 0.095 0.744 0 488
31 _SC FIX NO UPPER SP 0 2gg 0.)76 0 276 0,784 0.472 0 330
32 REPEAT 31 0 216 0.08g 0 320 0.896 0.171 • _6
33 REPEAT 31 0 145 0 260 0 275 0 501 0.514 0 253
34 REPEAT 23 0 761 0.647 0 841 1.202 0.953 0,623
35 WI, 100KP 0 451 0 226 0 587 0.643 0.872 0.324
36 100K WI, SCP/S 0 292 0.152 0.0gl 0 473 0.666 0 273
37 REPEAT 36 0 321 0 I11 0 397 0,755 1.OI9 0.356
38 WTP,WTS 0 435 0.688 0.395 0.958 1.177 0.501

BASELINE USED CONSISTS OF
TEST ,Ig, TEST ,20, TEST ,27, TESr .28

Ref,Pc RATE = 45625 lpsi/secl
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All the data were processed by MSFC with some evaluation and aaalysis performed by Rock-
well International/Space Division. This system Js summarized in Table 8.

TABLE 8. APPROACH FOR DETERMINING OVERPRESSURE ENVIRONMENTS

1. Time response of each individual pressure measurement digitized.

2. Individual time response normalized to Pc"$

3. Delta pressures determined by taking differences of matched pairs of instruments.

" 4. Peak delta pressures are read, first positive and negative peaks.

5. Ratios of peaks to baseline peaks are determined.

O. STS-i environment multiplied by these ratios to get nominal STS-2 environment.

7. Frequency differences between STS-I environment and STS-2 fix data were deter-
mined and used as a spread in the forcing function data.

8. Forcing function dz_ta muitiplie,t by data scatter factor.

9. Loads run for Shuttle system using these environments.

i i i i ii

To insure that this approach was valid, Rockwell/Space Division ran a simulation of the STS-I
response using the STS-1 overpressure environment and other key vehicle parameters. A good match
was obtained by going to a detailed Orbiter shell model and using 200 vehicle system modes. With
this validation of the model, the different fixes and the final verification of STS-2 vehicle could be
assessed. Tables 9 and 10 are a partial listing of the delta pressures and load ratios obtained by
Rockwell.

D. PhaseI Testing

Tests 3 through 18 (Table 4) were the Phase I parametric tests used for selecting the pre-
liminary ,3TS-2 fix configuration. Of these, tests 3, 4, and 5 represented the STS-I baseline used as
a reference. In these Phase 1 parametric tests, models of the fixes were not high-fidelity representa- :
tions of the actual KSC '..nplementations of the fixes, because, in part, KSC designs were still in
progress. Tests o through 18 tested various generic suppression techniques. Tests 6 through 9 were
to evaluate covers and covers witll a hard divider between the SSME and SRB plume. Covers give
good reduction in the Orbiter; however, the levels witlffn the MLP are increased. These covers were
l/4-in, steel plates bolted to the top of the MLP. The presence of the hard divider had little or no
effect on Orbiter overpressure data. Tests 10 through 18 evaluated the effects of water injection in
conjunction with various hard and soft cover concepts. War_.r reduces all levels and also reduces the
data spreads. Adding covers with water had little effect in comparison with water alone. Tests 11
and lb were run in this series to evaluate the effects of the SRB flame trench side deflector. Tr.,st 11

, had the side deflector removed. In tiffs case, the overpressure wave reflected off the top of the
trench and increased the level. Test 16 had a slotted side deflector wlffch reduced the levels sig-
nificantly: however, the Tomahawk Pc was excessively high, and the over-normalization renders the

Even with the assumption of a reduced Pc' the slotted side deflector offersresults questionable. some

potential for reducing overpre_._ure. Test 15 was run to check the hypothesis that the crest water
reflected the overpressure wave, thus increa¢ing the magnitude. The crest water was changed from a
horizontal flow to 30 degrees down, which was found to increase the levels, indicating that the crest
water configuration on STS-I decreased the level instead of increasing it as hypothesized.
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TABLE 9. EQUIVALENT FULL-SCALE SRB IGNITION OVERPRESSURE

IJUIILINI TEST: POTE--01I

TEST NO. & OESCR;PTI_Illl DIFFERENTIAL OVIRPRESIURE OVERPRESIURE Ii SRIFWD. MiD. WING I'lID O'ID ORB IT SKIRT PC
I)076 - I MOD'S FROM _ FUSEL FUSEL. C.P. ELEV. ELEV. BAlE BASE RATIO PC XX

006 .219 .H2 .481 .ill .913 3.29
-.196 -2.17 -1.00 -2.S6 -1.74 -3,14 1.42 36K 1,8

006 HARD COVER P&S

"* '_ HARD DIVIDER

007 HARD COVER SECONDARY
_, HARD DIVIDER

*_ 008 H20 LOGS P&S
HARD DIVIDER

000 HARD COVER P&S .100 .284 .157 .306 .256 .706 1.86 70K 1.3
-.070 -.701 -.490 -I.04 -.508 -.N9

010 40K GPM P
:)OK GPM S

011 40K GPM P .079 .468 .387 .607 .EQI 1.80
20K GPM S -.081 -1.0S -.i26 -1.20 -.Iml -1.71 .616 52.6K 1.2

012 7OK GPM P .088 .238 .lIHi .205 .344 .909 .374 50K 1.3
-.096 - t0i -.738 -.623 -.619 -.NI

013 7OK GPM P .050 .278 .124 .216 .175 .670

H2O LOGS S -.050 -.920 -63S -.lEg -.388 -.IAS .776 47.6K 1.4

014 7OK GPM P .118 .000 .375 .617 .631 .473 1.0B 47.6K 1.3
HARD D;'/IDER -.100 -2.34 -1.49 -1.76 -.941 -.439

"'016 7OK GPM a .161 .ESL2 .408 .049 .483 1.411
CREST WATER ANGLE -.184 -2., -1.71 -_L, -1.3t) -1.38 .811 36K 1.S

c.,*G, I;016,,G,P . .o3o .137 .. .1. .1. .47. ., 12,.60., OUV,EOEIDED,'.-." -.7O7-.-- -." -."2
017 701,( GPM ik HARD COVER P. .086 .138 .143 .167 .104 .Ikil

WATER COV'E S -.068 -.764 -.3_4 -.629 -.600 -.Slt D .22,1 FIK 1.2

.140 .702 .!14 .800 .701 IAOS
018 7OK GPM HARD COVER

019 .260' .790 0_0 .341 ."2 2.1_-.:Nil -1., -1. -1." -.I -_ .I I 1"

.291 1.37 1.01 1.98 1.41 4.62 1.FA 42.6K 1.6020
-.484 -3.90 -4.8,1 -(;.2E -3.01 -4.40

.118 .348 .213 .332 .21NI ,773 .338 47.6K 1.4o21 lOSXGm, -.o5o -.u7 -.m -.Iz2 -._ -,n7
022 "SEUNE ..7 .7. 674 .,4s .34s 1.oo

NOZZ EXT -.168 -2.13 --'38 -2.40 -1.16 -1.04 1.03 61K 1.3

o, .ARDCOVERP .071 .238 .274 224 .140 1.15
WATER TROUGH S -.074 -.317 -.777 -.m -._ -1.14 ._ 60K 1.3

o24 l_XGmHARDCOVERP .167 ._3 i_ 414 ._ .u7WATER TROUGH S -._ -._ - -I._ -._ -,B .248 60K 1.3

0215 REPEAT - 0;14 .0E6 .27O ,E641-.o70 -,m _,_ .21E 46. 1.3
.0rdl .11_ .3N .1N .2EO .S4I .112 IlK 1.1

038 REPEAT - 034 -.I -.ill7 - 1.38 -.SI4 -1.17 -.110

027 RIPEAT - 019 ,fdll 1.17 ._ .I .I 2.19
-.0A4 -_41 -1,70 -I.00 -1,01 -2.01 .167 40K 1.7

i
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TABLE 10. SRB IGNITION OVERPRESSURE EQUIVALENT
FULL SCALE FORCING FUNCTION

DIFFERENTIALOVERPRESSUREOVERPRESSURE
(Z DIRECTIONI I(XDIRECTION) SRB

TEST
NO. DESCRIPTION SKIRTFWD MID WING IfBD O'BD ORB ET RATIORASEFUSE. FUSE. C.P. ELEV. ELEV. BASE

HIS

;', STS-1 FLIGHTDATA .26 .70 .52 .84 .50 2.10 .52
: -.26 -1.58 -1.04 -1,69 -.60 -2.00 -.49 1.00

17 OPTIMUMMOD .05 . 13 .13 .17 .24 ..59 .15
?0KGPM,HCP,WLS -.05 -.72 -.36 -.57 -.42 -.56 -.14 ,28

24 PRELIM.KSCMOD .07 .20 . 13 .21 .13 .70 . 17
THRU 100KGPM,HCP,WTS -.07 -.45 -.26 -.42 -.15 -.67 -. 16 .29

26

37 FINALKSCMOD .08 .14 .]2 .17 .12 .77 .18
100KGPM,WTP,WTS -.06 -.44 -.25 -.40 -.}5 -.74 -.17 "*

" NOMINALPRESSURESIN PSI- UNCERTAINTYNOTINCLUDED

"" QUESTIONABLEDATA

E. Preliminary Fix Selection

At the completion of Phase I of testing (through test 18), selection of water injection as a
primary fix was made. In addition, a secondary fix consisting of hard covers for the primary hole
and soft covers for the secondary hole .vas added as insurance because of the uncertainties of scaling
factors for tile water fix. However during the course of Phase 1I testing, the use of hard covers in
the primary hole was discarded; and soft coveys like those used in the secondary hole were installed
instead. This change was made in response to an analysis by Dr. Terry Greenwood (MSFC) ,.vho
found that, at liftoff, the SRB plume would impinge on the hard covers and be reflected back on
the SRB heat shield, creating loads and thermal environments above the SRB thermal curtain
capability.

The selected primary fix, water injection, was proposed by Guest and Jones based on their
work in acoustical noise suppression. The design and implementation were accomplished at KSC.
Figure 30 shows this water system (Fig. 30a is the scale model, whereas Fig. 30b shows the full
scale configuration) which injects 100,000 gpm of water into *_achSRB piume primary hole. Eight

" nozzles are used: two produci,ig 24,000 gpm of water each, on the north side of the haunches; two
on the east side and two on the west side producing 12,1.)00 gp,n of water each; and two on the
south side producing 2,000 gpm of water each.

The soft cover concept, based on the oft-line tests conceived and run by MSFC, was originated
by Dr. Max F_get (JSC), who showed that seven or more, inches of water would contain the over-
pressure wave. The concept i:; a series of troughs made of Kevlar and nylon filled with water to a
depth of approximately 15 .,n. An individual trough is shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 30a. 6.4 percent model $RB water injection system (I('3C type) (scale model).

Figure 30b 6._, percent m_lel SRM water injection system (KSC type) (full scale).
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12" |NOMINAL WATER DEPTH)

t:igure 31. Typical water trough.

The main concern with water trough soft covers has been the debris issue. Vince Verderaime,
Doug Lamb, and Denny Kross of MSFC; Bob Pied of ]SC; and others did detailed dynamic and
thermal analyses and failure analysis to show that a low risk debris condition existed.

;

The complete installation of the water troughs and water injection system is shown in Figures
32a and 32b, a picture of the scale model implementation of the concept and a drawing of the flail-
scale hardware, respectively.

!
• ,m

t

,4

Figure ._2a. STS-I fix ,:onfiguration (6.4 percent model) (scale model).

........... 35 :-
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i:ilZm_: 321_. srs-I fix ,.'onflguralioul _o.4 pctccult model) (t'ull sc;,Ic).

F. Phase I; Testir.g

While the KS(.'-desig,_.'d water ,Ijt'¢tzon ,,;ystt'tn was beinlg fabl'i¢ated, tilt' total model, ixlc!udmg
Iacilitlrs, w'ls x'¢fi.bished to dlnPlic'lt¢ tilt' S'rS-I vehicle and lautl¢ll pild ¢onfigur'ition. l)uri,g this
ii¢ltv|ty, oxle dts¢xt'pan¢y was l'olltld I1_tilt' facility mod,:l. The I']atllt' deflt`ctor ereM w_lter ill tile
so.tIe model was on top of the divider; whih.' ill tile ;letu:il KS(.' ¢onlt'igunation. it was biiric:d ill the

l'latllu' delk'ctor ¢rv:_l. "rhls condzlionl rcqu.'ed Iowcri.g the nlo_.l,.'l crest water inl.iection point approxi-
lllaleI.V 3 Ill. tO .latch t'l_ll scale,

Instead of directly s_.dhilg tile b.4 pcrce.t ovcrprcssur¢ ¢nlvlro.mcnts to full scale. It was

decided to dcvclol', a scale model u.ltio between the S'i'S-L baseline ¢o.tiguration alld Ill," fix corlfigura-

Iron and apply this r.lt_o to the S'I'S-I measured envil'o.mr.ts to cslabhsh S'i'S-2 prcdicte:l ellviron-
.Icnts. These STS-I xatlocd l'uil-scalc caviro.l:lenls would tllen be used as tilt' t'orc.lg tu.ctmouls tor

,,'t',it'icatlo. el' tile S'1"S-2 loads at'd respo.st's. "l'h_s required that a good stattstical saniple of each
¢onffigul_tlion overpn_sst_re bt' ¢slabhshed. The gcneratio, of these e.v.o.xlle.ls was u,ldt'r the _.liv'cc-

t_ol'l el l:lt'd i.a:pcs:; tRockwcll International); and tile dcter.li,_atio, ot rt'.',ultmg loads w_s under
the dir,:ctkm of Ralph Gatto [Rockwell lntcn_ational).

Fo_cmg l'.._'t_o.s wcrc required il_ both the pitch plane and yaw plane. ',n_;_¢ splitter plate

ctmtiguratio, d_scusscd c,lrhcr, only pitch plane forcing functiox_s could bc obtai acd. In order to get

yaw pla.¢ t'orcmg I'u.cllons, the splitter plate had to be removed above the MLP. _;,'¢essitati.g
,c-cstabhshi.g an STS-I basclinlc, as well as generating tl:¢ yaw pla.e e.viro.mc.ts, Tht` two e.viro.-

I'

me.Is derived i. thns fashio, were the. apphed to the vehicle simulta.eously. (.)bviou:;ly. this is a

co.servativ¢ appr_:,,'h, howevt`r, _t reduced drastically tile complexity of tile analysis a.d the .umber
of load cases required for verification. Looking allure at Table 4, tests 19, 20, 27, a.d 28 were the
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: pitch plane STS-I baseline and tests 29 and 30 the yaw plane STS-I baseline. The STS-2 pitch plane
baseline was established by tests 24, 25, and 26, and the yaw plane baseline by tests 31, 32, and 33.
Tests (numbers 12, 21, 23, 34, 36, and 38) also helped analysts separate the effects of water injection
from the effects of covers used for containment. Of these, test 21 had a different water injection
system and was run initially to determine the effect of injecting more water. Where the secondary fix

, was altered by using soft covers in both the primary and secondary holes, the pitch plane fo-cing
: function was re-evaluated for soft covers and found to be very near the environments ot' the hard

covers (tests 36 and 37).

_: Test 21 was included to see if more water would be effective. This test showed variable

: results dependent on location of measurement from no basic effect to some increase in overpressure
._ by using more water. Obviously, the water injection system used is not optimum. Test 22 was

instituted to recheck the effects of SRM nozzle extension. Again, there was little effect. The
mixture between covers only, water only, and water plus covers only (tests 23, 24, 25, 26, 35, 36,
37, and 38) showed that water plus covers was the most effective fix. Covers alone showed between
30 and 50 percent reduction; whereas, water alone red,_ced levels by 60 percent. The two systems
together gave a 67-percent reduction.

The amount of open area in the primary hole is a good indicator of the amount of over-
pressure suppression; the reduction is proportional to the square root of the area of the opening or
the effective diameter of the open area. Figure 33 is a plot of the average overpressure versus
percentage of open area.

6.4*/,SIS-?OPTESTS
AMPLITUDECORRECTIONFACTORVS. SORT.OfPRIM.HOLEOPENAREA

%0. AVG OF TESTS a
:e lg. 2o. 2 ". Za/

/
/

_.s. /
TEST ,lr 34 O /

TE3T _ 23 0 f/

u. .I. .j

_ TE._T=3a 0 LEGEND"

Z 4, _' O SECONDARY HOLE

/ COVEnED
/ a _eoeoARvHOL'_

/ / 0 VE;T=g OeEN
3 /
2 2. /
I /
• /

- /
/

o ¢'

IQU&I_E fllOOl OII Still PIIIMARY HOLE OIItiN AREA .tN.)

Figu,e 33. Overpressure reduction versus effective diameter
of opening in primary hole.

P

lanComparing the results of Phase I tes_!ng versus Phase II testi,-.-, .._ds to an interesting observa-
tion. The STS-2 fix configuration reduces the overpressure levels be)ow the MLP by 50 percent versus

the parametric water system in tests 10 through 18. The levels above the MLP, however, are equal.
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At the present time, there is no clear-cut explanation of this difference. Normally, one would expect
the values above tize MLP to drop by the same ratio as those below. One possible explanation is the
clzange in air volume and the increase in the size of the opening into the SSME ilole created when the
,-res! water _ lowered after test 18. The logic for the air-volume effect follows from the results when
th_ crest water was luzJled down _test 15). These results are shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Overpressure above and below MLP.

A summary of tl_e test program and a collection of all the test data are given in References
5 and t). Anyone desiring a comprehensive set of data should obtain these references.

[
G. TootRmul_

L

t L

The results or"the scale model testscan be summarizedas follows: :
i

• The primary path or" overpreuun_ to the vehicle is throush the primary hole. 1"
!
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• Covers over the primary hole increase levels below the MLP and decrease levels above MLP;
energy is contained below tile MLP.

• Maximuni reduction possible with plates (covers) is a factor of tour.

• tlard divider between SRB and SSME holes does not affect the Orbiter tllcrmal curtain.

• Louw.'rs ill the side dellector cut levels below MLP by a factor of two even if [_c is
nominal.

• Aiming the crest water down from the horizontal aggravates overpressure.

• Using a splitter plate above the MLP had a ncgligtble effect.

• Consistency of data for each fix is very good. Data have beea cross-plotted and analyzed

many ways to show this.

• Water injection reduces the source level and thus reduces overpressure levels both below

and above the MLP by a fat:or of three. Water i:)jection has three kinds of eft'ect: blocking the

opening, changing the density of tile plume, and changing the momentum of, the flow.

• Water itljection plus covers increases the levels of overpressure b,:iow the MLP with some
decrease of levels above the MLP relative to water alone.

• Test results indicate more optimum water mixing is possible.

• Water reduces test-to-lest data spread.

• Llsing covers and water is additive for the new configuration. Results of tests 21 and 35

multiplied by results of tests 23 and 34 give results of test.,: 24. 25, and 20 (.i.e., if water alone gives
0.4 X bas_'line and covers give 0.7 X baseline, then water + covers gives 0.7 X 0.4 = 0.28 X baseline).

• The STS-2 fix gtves an overall overpressure reductLon of a factor of three.

• The use of covers without water provides only a 55-percent reduction for STS-2.

• Not blocking tile north side of the primary hole red-tees effectiveness of cover.

There is good correlation between amphtude and frequency with motor [_c'

• [_c_//;c sca]iug predicts STS-i values higher than mean of l)c scaling, but there is le._,_spread

m the prediction.

• The modified Broadwell and Tsu model adequately predicts STS-! overpressurc levels using

0.4 percent single motor (with splitter plate) results. Only Orb,ter heat shield data do not fit this
model,

• Additional options for reducinll overpressure environments for subsequent tliklhts are as
follows:

3O

i * t--+_
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- Reducing SRM Pc (under study in SRM Project).

- Optimized water injection.

- Slotted sidedeflector.

,, - More ar,:urate scaling predictions (reduces tolerances).

One additional factor, how to treat the data scatter, is important to the final loads. Rockwell
o

: did a statistical analysis of the Titan data, 6.4 percent scale model data, and SRM hot-firing data.
"_. Because of the small sample size, the student T distribution factor was used in handling these data.
_'- This is summarized in Table 11 for both a 20- and 3o-level. Using a water scaling uncertainty of

1.25, the final uncertainty factor was obtained for multiplying the nominal value for generating loads.
_" These factors become 2.6 for the 3o case to be used on heat shields or elements designed by over-

pressure alone, and 1.8 (2o) for all elements designed by several liftoff parameters. In this case, a
2o worst-on-worst parameter spread dynamic analysis is conducted. Mario Rheinfurth (MSFC) has
done an extensive statistical analy=!s of the 6.4 percent model data. His work in this area is outlined
in Appendix D.

TABLE 11. COMPARISONS OF SRM IGNITION
OVERPRESSURE UNCERTAINTIES

MEAN+20 M[AN+30
MEAN MEAN

METHOD (FORCINGFUNCTION) (HEATSHIELD) COMMENT

MATHMODEL 1.32 1.40 BASEDONSRM20. 3olGNITION
TRANSIENTCHAMBERPRESSURE

TITANIit 1.42 2.20 50HzLPFOVERPRESSUREDATA
FLIGHTDATA MEASUREDDURINGTITANIII

C-25,C-30&E-05LAUNCHES

SSLV6.4%MODEL 1..,SO 2.43 BASEDON6.4%MODELTF.STS
SINGLEMOTOR CONDUCTEDAFTERJULY1. 1981
TESTDATA

RMSOfALL 1.44 2.06 RMSVALUESOf RESULTSFROM
"(1.80) *(2.60) MATHMODELTITANIII FLIGHT

DATA,& SSLV6.4%MODEL
TESTDATA

"WATERSCALINGFACTORWASASSUMEDTOBE1.25

SECTION V. FLIGHT RESULTS AND FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

A. Flight Ruultl

, Results from STS-i flight have been evaluated m detail and generally agreed to by all con-
cerned. Limited STS-2 data were available at the time of publication of this report. The following
is a very tentative assessment of the full-scale effects of the suppression system developed using the
scale model.

4O

t
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Almost 40 overpressure measurements (Statham gages) were made on the mobile launcher _or
the first two Shuttle flights. The £ve measurements indicated in Figure 35 are used in comparing OP
data from the baseline and suppressed cases, i.e., STS-I and STS-2, respectively. Final high-frequency
(broadband) STS-2 data are not yet available, which could change these results but not the general trend.
Figures 36 through 39 illustrate the effects of the suppression devices on the overpressure produced on

: the ML. When the overpressure levels are low as for STS-2, they are immersed in the Shuttle Main
Engine acoustics and become more difficult to read with great accuracy, Timing events are more diffi-
cult to pinpoint; and although the impact on the flight is diminished, they still demand intense

._. academic interest and will be performed at a later date.

?

Figure 35. Mobile launcher OP measurements.

" KSRPF04_SS,t EX.AOST.OLE-SOrTOM

1| I
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Figure 36. Shuttle overpressttre data on LC39 launch facility.
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Figure 37. Shuttle overpressure data on LC39 launch facility.
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Fisure 38. Shuttle overpressure data on LC39 launch facility.
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Figu;e 39. Shuttle overpressure data on LC39 launch facility.

An OP measurement of great interest because of the potential impact on the vehicle is in the
center of tile Orbiter aft heat slfield (between SSME's). On STS-I, the 0 to 400-Hz filtered peak

positive overpressure was near 2.5 psi with a rarefactive peak near 2.0 psi, relative to atmospheric

pressure. On STS-2 with suppression devices, the leve! is about 0.25 psi. For vehicle response

applications, the OP data are usually filtered 0 to 25 Hz where the STS-I level was about 1.5 psi
versus 0.16 for STS-2, reduced by a factor of nearly ten (Fig. 40).

It should be noted that the data analyses herein are still preliminary for STS-2 data, and will

be verified via investigative and rechecking efforts between MSFC, JSC, Rockwell, and KSC instru-
mentation and data reduction elements.

B, Conclusions

Regarding measured OP data on the launch facility (ML), Figure 41 illus,;rates both STS-I

, measured data, ranging from about 1.3 psi on the tail service mast (highest elevation on ML) to about

4 psi on the bottom of the ML al_d possibly up to 5 psi. (Data were difficult to validate because of
spurious electrical problems and possible transducer responses due o severe thermal inputs.) The data

from the same measurements on STS-2 range from about 0.2 psi to about 2 psi on the bottom of the
ML, or a reduction of more than two from the baseline configuration sad as much as five for some

measurements. (Note: STS-2 data are preliminary.)

The overpressure environments for the Orbiter are compared in Figure 42. Results from the

6.4 percent model SSV baseline test compared favorably with STS-I results. Using the "fixes" on the
model STS-2 yielded a factor of three reduction of the ovetpressure level on the vehicle and is thus

43
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Figure 40. OVI02 development llight instrumentation data.

noted in Figt,e 42. The measured flight overpressures from STS-2 are below the model predictions.
This improved suppression on launch may be due to improved water mixing with the exhaust flow,
However, it will require some effort to define the exact differences in the model and full-scale data.

It is very important to the Shuttle launch system md future missions that suppression of the
overpressure environments was accomplished. The exact description of the phenomenon involved is
being addressed, and a more effective suppression withot, t use of covers will probably result for
applications to both Eastern Test Range and Western Test Range configurations.

Finally, independent system approaches are very important to achieving good designs. The
MSFC independent team activi'ties uncovered several problem ar_.as, any one of which could have led
to a mission failure or loss of the vehicle.

C. Future Efforts and Needs

While it is clear from STS-2 that water was able to suppress the ignition overpressure wave,
it is not clearly understood by what physical mechanisms the overpressure wave was suppressed. It

, is likely that the water, through cemplex transport processes such as mome_atum, heat, and mass
transfer, is able to cool the hot mass of gases from the SRB exhaust which drives the overprcssure
wave. It is also likely that this wave is further attenuated to some degree as it propagates thrt,'ugh
the complex mixtures of exhaust gases, steam, and water droplets. If the suppression system for
future Shuttle launches is to be optimized, a more basic understanding of the fundamental physical
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Figure 42. STS-I measured SRB ignition overpressure versus vehicle station.
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processes affecting the generatio,1 and propagation of the overpressure wave must be gained. For
exaalple, if the size and location of the water droplet cloud in the SRB gas stream are important
variables, then it is important to determine an "optimum size distribution and to de,,ise a water
delivery system which would interact with the SRB gas flow and create tixs optimum droplet cloud at
the right locatio,_ in the flow. The STS-2 water delivery system was a side injection system in which
the water did not have suffici_la momentum to penetrate to the supersonic core if the SRB flow had
been fully developed• Other means of delivery a;e being studied, such as high velocity side injection, _
injection by nozzles placed directly in the flow, etc. Earlier efforts involving water injec:ion into
turbines are being investigated for applicatlcn to rocket overpressure suppression [7,8], and tests will

_-',, be conducted to verify predictions.

.,, Other more unconventional derivatives of the basic STS-2 water suppression system would
involve aqueous foams or carbonated water systems. The aqueous foam can be thought of as a way\

of preparing the water in a thin-fihu cellular structure so that microdrops of water are easily formed.
It is likely that the interaction of loam with the exhaust stream could produce smaUer microdroplets
more quickly than by side injection of water alone. Foam has the additional feature that it can be
placed in the SRB nozzle or exhaust duct minutes before ignition so that it could fill the nozzle bell
and be at rest before the ignition command is given. Of course, it can also be delivered by high
pressure hoses m_o the SRB flow. Various applications of loam have been reported [9-14] with
apparent success, and study will continue to address this as a possible fix for Shuttle launch uses.

t
I

It may also be possible to pressurize the water delivery system before launch with a gas, such 1
as carbon dioxide (carbonation). Then, as the water system is activated and water flows through the l
nozzle, it encounters ambient pressure; and the gas comes out of solution, creating bubbles. This !
water gasificatioll process should also enhance the creation of microdroplets of water, as well as t

increase attenuation through viscous damping, because the an" bubbles and the liquid water possess [
different internal l]ow vibration response characteristics when the overpressure wave travels through. t

Other means of OP reduction may be through the use of shielding by externally localized i
coaxial flows used for sound attenuation 115]. Variations of these types of injections, shielding, etc., I
are also being investigated on a screenmg level basis with the practical aspects being considered, !
specifically with regard to launch scale systems [10]. Research and testing will be required to define
and understand the phenomenon, and then to optimally apply the results to rocket systems.

!
_r

/
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APPENDIX A, SIMPLIFIED BROADWELL/TSU MODEL

The Broadwell/Tsu model is based on a semi-empirical theory of the overpressure wave formu-
lated o-iginally to describe the overpressure characteristics for a missile fired in a silo or semi-infinite
duct. Observing the MLP and flame trench configuration shown on Figures 5 and 6, one can see thex

similarity of the configuration to a semi-infinite curving duct. In essence, this theory proposes that
, the accelerating exhaust particles compress the air contair.ed in the duct, creating shock waves. The

shock waves are reinforced by the further acceleration of exhaust gas particles. In addition, it is

, hypothesized that the overpressure phenomenon is dependent upon thermal effects and afterburning
of the fuel-rich propellant gages. These effects are not analytically incorporated, but are rather an
empirically determined constant to account for tl'em.

Jess Jones of MSFC applied this basic Broadwell/Tsu ap,roach to the Shuttle configuratie
with modifications to better explain the Shuttle characteristics and to provide some insight to the
basic scaling parameters, l;is modifi_.ation accounted for the total Shuttle SRM propulsion charac-
teristics as they related to overpressure. In particular, both an ampli.*:,de and a frequency prediction
were required, as a function of gas tlow M_ch number, speed of sound, and action time of mass
addition. The following equations describe this modification in terms of scaling parameters as would
be applied to the 6.4 percent model data.

A. Amplitude

p+

[T-_o _ _/ ,

/r

~ MoA
where

d = equivalent diameter of duct

MOA Mach number of gas flow into duct

CO = speed of sound

To = m-s._ addition action time = P".:,b,.,, where P--cis steady-state chamber pressure as ,.

function of time and [_c is chamber pressure rise rate

Kv = empirical constant (afterburning. wat_:r effects, etc.)

p* = positive peak overpressure for entrance to the due*. (top of MLP)

Po = ambient pressure.

e... _ ' 14. _ • %_ • %, •
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B. Frequency

= _ t"M ,
fFS ToFS J

- where subscript M refers to model and FS to full scale.

-' Tile positive peak overpressure at the top of the MLP is a direct linear function of the Pc rise

_, rate. This is inherent in the Broadwell and Tsu model. Consequently, using this modified theory and
" the Space Shuttle SRM characteristics, the overpressure environment at the top of the SRB opening

in the MLP can be predicted. Figure A-I is a plot of the Dpical predicted overpre$sure for the Space

Shuttle vehicle. No empirical constant was assumed in this prediction (K v = 1). This compares quite
.t

w_,l with the overpressure wave observed during STS-I launch.

lo'°1 i
' [ • • ORB, NOSE• A

1200 " I "1"O-I t

• STS-10VERPRESSURE "LEVELS

DECAY RANGE MEAFI 6.4% MODEL (STS-I)
..r _/ BASELINE TESTS 19. 20. 27. 28

-" 1600

x_"I \ NOTE ALL DATA OBTAINED

OZ \ FROM EQUIVALENT
1800 0-25 HZ FILTERS

t_
_ooo • \

2200 _ • ORB HEAT
_ SHIELD

I --_ _ "_"|_ORB BODY FLAP

2400

i

.2 4 6 ,8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 18 20

OVERPRESSURE LEVEL (PSi)

Figure A-I. Comparison of STS-I overpressure levels with
(i.4 percent model equivalent full-scale data.

This :heory does not account for the wave decay above the MLP; and, consequently, the
, model (Broadwell/Tsu) is limited to predictions witilin the duct. Jones assumes that this decay rate

is equivalent to the decay associated with a weak shock wave.
?

Extending this to scaling up data from the 6.4 percent scale model test is straightforward using
the above equations Figure A-2 shows the scale adjustment factors plotted apinst chamber pressure

r
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SCALEADJUSTMENTFACTORSTOCORRECTo.4'_OVFRPRESSURELEVELS
TOMAHAWKTOSIS-II
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Figure A-', Scale adjustn)e=_t factors to correct c).4 perce.lt

OVel'pressure dala.

tl(,),_ with Ihe chatilber pre_sune rise eate (l_c) us a paramctc=. The STS-! values used for this scale

factor arc shown oil th,' figure: I'. = g50 !;st, |'c = t)'0OO psi/see. "l'lus scale adjustnlent factor

' ,ICCOtlllls for lhe dlfl'ei+ellCCS l..- :;!311 t) (?l_+ll';lclcristlCSbctwc:m lilt," "l't+lll_lhztwk and the Shuttle SRB.

This adjuslmellt corrects tlw t+4 I:',.'l,.'elll data tal the lop of the MLP) to make it cquivalcllt to the
STS-I condltlOllS. It is ;isstxnlcd th;lt tile ovcrprcssurc level ¢XpCllenccd Ily the Shuttle Orbiter,

Fxtern;d Tank, and SRB's is a direct hnear ftnnctlon of the level cluauatm+ lrolll the SRB openings

in Ih¢ lop of :he MLP. In other words, if ihe level increased by two at the top el the MLP, then
the lcvcl,_ all over the Shuttle also would increase by a fat'tox" of two. Withitl the t'a::ge of levels

S 'oblaHled froln lhe o.4 percent tests and those expected from full scale ,. RI3 s, lhls is a reasonable

,lsstl+ntqlon. 'l'hls lht'p, leads It) the l+e,_tilt,,. shown ill l'=guxe A-I. The th.'cay chalaclerlslics as shown

here ;llC, o1" COIll,'se, lhose dclerlllllled fl'Olll the (+,4 l)el'CCl'd inodcl dala.

'l'hls senile l'aclor xcsults, because tile o.4 |+cr_'t'nl ntodel using the Tonlahawk missile does not
.,,c;lle one to one in all key par;mletcts with the Shuttle SI{M. l'hls is illustrated ill Table A-I, which

shows tile dift'exencc ill key paranlcters. Key differences arc ill ch,ltllbt'r pressllre, action time of mass

;iddlllOll, alld the thrust rise rate (i+c). There IS ;i dlffclcnct' ill pxessure magllitude alia wavel'Oilll,

since the second peak of the Tomahawk w:tvc is lalger; whereas, the ftnst peak of the Shuttle SRM
is much larger than the second.

i
i As Ill¢l;llOIted earlier, the Pc chal'aCte:lSl[ics det¢llllillC lll¢ I'tlndalllelll;ll oVerl'q'gSsure wave

frequency. Figure A-3 is a plot of tile frequency adjustment factor versus ct_amber pressure of the
t scale model with I"c as a parameter.

A comp:trison of the scale mt_.lel alld STS-I twexpressure, made m the Willter oi' 1q79 using
the oriE,inal (_.4 percent st'ale m-dei data, is shown on |:it_ure 4.
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TABLE A-I. TOMAI|AWK VERSUS SRM CHARACTERISTICS

EQuIvALENT
ACTUAL fULLSCALE SRB

CHAMBER PKE_StJRE ,PSIAJ 1200 1200 850

LXI I VELOCI TY _f PS) 7500 7500 7027

CHAMBER TEMPERATURE qR°l O413 O413 bi78

"- EX I I MACtt NUMBER 2. g5 2.95 3.00

• THRUST 10.o00 2.590. 000 2. t_50.000

f LOWRATE,EBb SECJ 43.8 10.094 II. 000

SI'ECIFICIMPULSE_SEC_ 242 242 240.9

EXFANSIONRATIO 0.00 o.Oo 1. 1o

Exit AREADIAMLIEKdl 2 I-D 0. 39o/0.II 9o.?ill. I llS. 7_12.14

bP[CIFIC ¿tEATRATIO I.18 I.18 I.18

SPELDOfMASS ADDITION 2.49 2.4q 2.4l
_MACHNUMBER_

ACTIONTItlEOFMASS ADDITION0.018 0.29 0.22(3aJ(PREDM-D
0.094(STS-D

THRUSTRISERATEql_ J TWODISTINCTSLOPES TWODISTINCTSLOPESWITH
C

_FSIA/SECI WITHSECONDLARGER FIRSTPREDOMINATING

0 I ! _ T I R
IN 'Him 110O 1aN 1_ 1410

_n PRIIILLmIIPlIAL 1_

|:igure A-3. Frequency adjustment factors to correct 6.4 percent
, ovcrpressure values (Tomahawk to STS-I). :
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Jones extended the above analysis to account lbr the effect of wr.:er injection into the SRM
plume. This was a simple, one-dimens_.onalapproach that considered the m_ss addition as the only
effect present in reducing the overpressure. It is clear that there are other considerations, such as
quenching the afterburnin$, as well as thernml effects, velocity of water injection, and water droplet
size. Figure A-4 shows the reduction of over pres__ureas a function of the mass ratio of injected
water to propellant gases. Percent mixing is used as a parameter.

to.

\\\\"..> ,W to N.

' \\ ,,

, t • IO 1N

Figure A-4. Fquivalen_ change in density of exhaust flow _
due to addition of water. /

l

STS-2 and the 0.4 percent ratios are plotted on the curve using the reduction of the scale L
model as key. This ,neans, obviously, that the water injection approach used is not optimum. Only t
8-percent mixing was achieved. Figure A-5 plots the overpressure reduction versus the water mass
flow rate divided by propellant flow ra e. In this case, mixing is again used as a parameter. Three

scale model test results for different water flow rates are plotted using O, A, _a and V A curious
thing occurs in that 40,000 gpm of wat ;r gives the same result as 70,000 gpm and more reduc.ion

than 105,000 gpm of water. Obviously, the total effect of water on overpressure _s not completely

understood; and other parameters, such is droplet size and streatr, velocity, must be considered.

EFF_.CTOFWATERINPRIMARYSIDEOfSRBHOLEONIHE
POSITIVEPEAK[VERPRESSURELEVELS-AVERAGESPACE

,o_, SII.UTItVEHICLEMEASUREMENIS

_ tt,tv, t,totm L tilts
X 0 : tO t_.0_ QIPMI

• It. A *I||IQ.0WGeMI
" _ 13 l |1 (IIIS.IIOQOl_ll

_. _ . / tATIll _J_tttO
E __ _ pI_M |JkST• W•|T

)

",d_

Fisure A-5. Effect of water on the positive peak overpressurelevels.
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APPENDIX B. METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS !,

A one-dimensionaloverpressuremodel was formulated by H. G. Struck of MSFC. The con-
tinuity and momentum equations are solved along certain characteristic lines for which the Riemann '
variables change in a prescribed manner. The pressure buildup in the rocket case after ignition occurs '.

- rather slowly for the first 100 ms. Piston theory rather than combustion theory was used to calculate

° the trace of the igniter shock wave in the SRM to the throat and nozzle exit. The results were used
as initial conditions for the external flow, which is essentially spherical. Figure 40 shows the wave

_,, diagram of the external flow and a cross section of the launch facility. The igniter shock leaves the i.
nozzle with a rather small overpressure. At the nozzle exit, it forms a spherical wave which pene-

" trates into the quiescent air with acoustic velocity. The pressure wave arrives at the Orbiter body I

flap at approximately 120 ms after ignition. Soon after the igniter shock has left the nozzle exit, a I:
strong second shock is formed with the tendency to run upstream. This is the shock which will [j
finally develop into the shock structure of the jet. This shock will not form spherical waves and I
penetrate into the quiescent air. The initial shock wave produced by the ignition is traveling down- _t
stream toward the reflector• It is reinforced by the increasing chamber pressure of the SRM, which
reaches the shock front via fast running waves. A reflection pattern is shown in Figure B-l, indicating !

an arrival of a reflected shock of the body flap approximately 200 to 220 ms after ignition. The [
reflected shock runs at acoustic velocities or slightly faster, depending on the pressure jump of the
shock. The general validity of this model was ascertained by comparing its results with measured
pressure responses on the Orbiter wing.

_l t_--"" t TIME FROM IGNITION T ISECl

'_._ t o I, , .10 .12 .14 .lS .111 ,.20 .22

• ,_, f EPHERICAL YJAVE

" fill ,, -
-..-,,/-... i:. I , "

%!i' /Y: :;'/,/ ; i \, • ,'

.- ,.-.., \ \ {i,!_/i/"• ,..;, ,,_. \

"_ .', " 1-140 J \

1

Figure B-I. Wave diagram of the external flow.

The mathematical derivation of similarity laws in closed forms proved to be impossible even
with the introduction of drastic simplifications into the basic equations. A numerlcal approach was,
_heretbre, undertaken to show the dependency of the overpressure on several critical parameters. An

' excerpt of the result is shown in Figures il-2 through 13-4 for a "sawtooth" pressure pulse. The
!

dt,pendence of the overpressure _P on the rise rate Pc for different initial shock pressures PI at a
iT

fixed distance x/x o are shown in Figure B-2. The overpressure as a function of P_ with the distance

t

0
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Figure B-2. Ap dependence on P_, at x/x o = 10.0 for different initial pressures Pi"

/
| • _ ii

Pi

Figure B-3. _P dependence on P'tbr Pl/Po = 5.0 with distance x/x o as parameter.
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Figure B-t. Ap decay for PI/Po : 4.0 and several P'C"

x/x o as a parameter for a fixed initial pressure is depicted in Figure B-3. The overpressure decay for

several parameters is shown in Figure B-4. These few examples illustrate the rather complex nature of
the overpressure problem.

A simple analysis was conducted to find the effect of adding water to the hot jet. The mixing
of two jets with vastly different enthalpies will produce a jet which has lost a certain amount of
energy. The resultant apparent chamber pressure is consequently lower and so is the overpressure of
file shock wave produced by the apparent chamber pressure. Tile approximate o_'erpressure reduction
as a function of mass ratio and completeness of mixing is shown in Figure B-5, with some test

results superimposed. The increase in overpress,_re for large mass ratios, m2/_l > i.0, seems reason-
able. The mixing becomes largely incomplete, and the gas jet reflects on the water. This effect is
not incorporated into the simplified analysis.
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Figure B-5. Overpressure reduction due to water addition.
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APPENDIX C. BLAST WAVE THEORY

Dr. Bob Ried has formulated two approaches that have one-, two-, and three-dimensional solu-
.,, tions. One wa_ the blast wave equivalents of the overpressure wave generation by assuming a point of

energy source based on the SP.M characteristics and an equivalent TNT charge. By plotting the w_we
propagation within and above the MLP, he attempted to show that the waves above the MLP follow

,. , the three-dimensional blast wave theory, depending on distance from the source. This approach did
.., not work. As a result of this work, he reformulated the problem as an iso-intropic gas dynamics
_ problem and fit tile data as a function of l/R, and then non-dimensionalized it in terms of STS-I.
" This solution provided a good fit to the data. Section IV summarizes the results of Ried's analysis.

Key parameters in his analysis are as follows: AP, overpressure; Pc' chamber pressure; Pc' chamber

pressure rise rate; A, area; aoo, speed of sound; he, enthalpy; and r, distance. Again, this approach

shows the same key parameters as the other approaches. The relationships are different and give an
improved correlation between the scale model and full scale results for the dry condition over the
other approaches. See Section IV for results.

As mentioned previously, in early 1975 at the initiation of the 6.4 percent overpressure pro- l

gram, Scott and Ried developed an analytical model less restrictive than the Broadwell and Tsu Iapproach to describe the ignition overpressure phenomenon. By solving for conditions ahead of and
behind the contact surface, the magnitude of the overpressure pulse can be calculated. This model
is analogous to the Broadweli and Tsu in that its general characteristics are associated with a l;iston-
type action.

Ried's recent blast wave analysis serves to illustrate the diversity of opinion as to the funda-
mental nature of complex thermodynamic characteristics associated with the development of the
overpressure wave phenomenon and the attempt by the overpressure community to address this
complex phenomenon. This blast wave model is ur_der further study by this community.
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APPENDIX D. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
I.
I
I

The test hypothesis, claiming that a significant reduction of the overpressure can be achieved I

by these modifications of the launch facilities, was verified via a two-way analysis of variance. The I_
_,, two sources of variabilit't selected for the analysis of variance were the diffaent test configurations _l.

•i and the locations of the pressure transducers. After a preliminary ranking of the different test con-
_. figurations in terms of overpressure reduction efficacy, tile most promising test configurations were !
,_- " singled out for closer inspection. This set of "f_x" configurations comprised tests 24, 25, and 26,
:_ all of which employ water injection at a rate of 100,000 gai/min. Arranging the mean pressure levels
: in increasing order of magnitude yields Table D-I.

_'. TABLE D-I. MEAN PRESSURE LEVEL FOR "FIX" TESTS

- (TESTS 24, 25, AND 26)
i

Test No. 25 26 24

Mean 0.0584 0.0626 0.0658

Because of the statistical fluctuations of the mean values, any observed difference between two means
is only significant if it exceeds 8 = 0.0169 for a 95 percent confidence level. Therefore, the differ-

ence between the three means is not significant because they all fall below this value. For comparison
reasons, a similar ranking was performed for the mean pressure levels of the "baseline" tests 19, 20,
27, and 28 with the following results:

\ TABLE D-2. MEAN PRESSURE LEVELS FOR "BASELINE" TESTS

(TESTS 19, 20, 27, AND 28)

Test No. 28 27 20 19

Mean 0.141 0.151 0.201 0.261

Tile least significant difference for these means is 6 = 0.040 (o5 percent confidence interval).

This means that only tests 28 and 27 show no significant difference, whereas tests 20 and 19 are
significantly different from these and from each other. The cause of this discrepancy between the
tests could be some other not yet identified source of variability. Of particular interest would be to
reexamine tile test data of test 19 which shov, s tile highest significant difference. !

The overall overpressure reduction factor can be calculated by dividing the grand mean of the
"fix" tests

x'F = 0.0623

by the grand mean of tl_e baseline tests '.

_B = 0.189. :
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The result xs:

0.0623
R - - 0.33

0.189

Using the experimental errors of both the baseline and the "fix" test configuration, which can
be obtained from the corresponding analysis of variance, allows the calculation for an approximate *.

'_' confidence interval for the overall reduction factor. For a 99 percent confidence level, we obtainf_
then

0.254 < R < 0.406
i-

In conclusion, the statistical analysis confirms that, for the 6.4 percent scale model test series,
a significant reduction of the overpressure pulse can be achieved by selecting the proper test configura-
tion. The best results were obtained for the test series which employs water injection to the exhaust
system.
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